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compact fuzzy topological I rJpact pref%tet Hmdo~f~tcrpolo~apacc prime pram% 
and 1’ define ir\ an evident way two functors 4; :Top + 
61. It ia e&ly seen tlzat 6 is a left inverse and ,left adjoint of Z 
- again identifying itwith G(Top) - iia c&&k& ih’hrz. 
space (*IL A) is tupologiti (or t~poilogically 
i.e. if and only if A con&ts of ‘aI1 lower 
nctions from (X, b(A)) to JL 
We would like to emphask that in this case (X, A) really is just a topologkal space 
efined by the: family of lower seqkontinuous functions to 1. rather than by r&e open 
which m&es it possible to have the topological structure act also on &q sets 
ad of on sets alone, 
y a property P’ in Fuz is a good extension [6] of a property P in Top if and 
only if its rest&ion to Top coincides with R 
all properties defined up to now anld in this paper are good extensions we 
loqgc:r use the adverb fuzzy for such extensions, ?&w for exarnpJa fuzzy 
cat space which is fuzzy compact [4] shall from now on simply be called 
mmpact, afunction which is fwxy continuous [9] shaft be caiked ~ntinuou~ and so 
on. 
Xf M, J) is a fuzzy topo!ogica! space and Y c X, then the induced subspace is
ere Ay =bJ,y: CC EA). 
ving notions were treated in detail in [7], 
A prefilter fF (on X) is a nonempty subset of Ix which does not contain Qp is closed 
for finite infirra and is such that if CC E 3 and u BP, then u E 8. A prime prefilter is a 
prefidter 3 such that if p v v E g, then either p E 3 or P E 8. If 3 is a prefilter, then its 
characteristic set is defined as 
(8) = (e : VP E 83x E X such that N(X) > E) 
and its charstieristic value as c(B) = sup q(8). 
The adhcence and limit of a prefilter $j are defined as 
adh Ff = inf & 
ME;) 
the fuzzy topological c osure of 14 [4] and gP,@) is the family of minimal 
fkers Sner than BS This means that @E &,,(B) if and only if it is a prime 
w than 5 and if no other prime prefilter finer than 8 is coarser than (is1. 
characterizatio~a f Pm (8) which was proved in eorem 3.2 [7] will 
~~(9) = {H E I” : &-‘]k, I] (E 9,Vk E K}. 
Obviously &j) k a Alter and ar#($F) aprefilter. The folliowing result which was 
shown in the proof of Theorem 6.2 [7] will also be needed. 
2. Hauradoril fu%zy ‘top&@!al Spmefl 
The most importitnt aspect of the Hausdoti axiom for topological spaces is that it 
guarantees Alters and nets to have unique limits. The most natural form in which to 
introduce this notion in fuzzy topological spaces consequently seems to be the 
following. 
Ek&nMioar. 2.1. A fuzzy topologicat space is called G.usdoti if and only if each 
prefilter has a limit which is non zero in at most one pomt .
Protposlti~ %I. A fuzzy tqwbgiccrl space is Haus&@ if and only if each prime 
pefbr has Q limit which is tzon zem in at most me point. 
Mot. Follows trivially from ihe definition of limit of a prefilter and the fact that for 
prime prefilters the adherence and the limit are the same. U 
P~pM$f~ 2.2 Let (X, 9’) be a topological space. 7Pien (X, 9’) is Hausdmf if and 
only if (Xv w(F)) is Haus&* 
roof. The if-part follows easily from thi: fact that for any filter on A* and for any 
characteristic set K 
lim @K( = (sup K)lnR& 
shown in T’heo~em 
this shows that iim @ is non zero in at mr;pbGf CM& p&t. 
Hausdorff. Cl 
ult of Proposition 2.2. shows that Definition %,I is a good extent&m t d+we 
Istified in not using the adverb fuzzy. h 
23. If (X, A) is Hausdofland A’ is a fuzzy topology on Xginer thm A, 
then (.x, A’) is Hausdorff. 
y proof is left to the reader. 0 
2.4. If (X, A) is Ha&o@, then so’ is (X, &(A)). 
of this corollary is not true as is easily seen from the folbwing g&ple I 
t X be any set with more than wo points and let 
]xU{Q:a!EIO,&. 
Fix x E X and put 3 = (CL E I” : p(x) >$}a Then clearly lim 8 -f and b(A) isl the 
e?e topology on X 
Proposition 2.2 and the preceding counterexample show that Definition 
ciently restrictive to be a gcecd extension but not so restrictive tiat it cannot 
differentiate between fuzzy topologks which happen to have the same topological 
modification. 
2.5. A subspace of a Hausdofl fuzzy topological qace is +again 
. ‘I’& easy proof is left to the reader. IJ 
If (X, A) and (X’, A’) are fuzzy topologkai spcace~, (X, A) is 
-+X’ is a cbsed bijection, then (X’, A’) is Hausdog. 
fdows at once notin t f' is ~n{in~o~s and a 
R~Jhwm ,r! tZWqw:t ~Hiw&w&~z~y; 4cqwk&cd spaces 69 
whkh makes1 all. the projections continuous. For more data& on this see [S]. 
denqte the’ jth pro&tion prb 
Since @b is prime however I. 
= inf{pri’(u) E 6% 1v c10sed in Xb j E J} 
= inf prT’(inf{ vE pr&& ~1 closed in X,)) 
W 
= inf prr’(lim pr#@)). . 
Consequent@ for all x E~,J Xi 
lim f@(x) = inf iim ,pr@)(x,). 
J=J 
'bus lim a(x) is non zero only if there exists ,E > 0 such that for all j E .7 
Iim pr#&) (~1) * e‘p 
Since for all j E J this can be true fn at most one point this shows that also Em @ can 
be non zero Hn at most one point. Consequently the produet sp;a~ is Mausdorff. 
TO show the only if-part it suffices to notice that for any j;oE J and any x E 
n,,X, (X&,&d is homleomorphic vLith (Y, &crd,(v) where Y is the slice in 
&,X1 through x and ParaBel to Xh and then to apply Propositions 2.5 and 2.6. 
These easy verifications .~ill be left to the reader. CI 
> 
For completeness we shall give the duBnition and1 some fundamental results on 
compactness forfuzzy topological sp9;ze~. For more details on &is we refer the reader 
to [HI. 
sets, for each tpt EI such l;htit s
(II) fbr each prime prefiher @ CM X r _ 
sup lim @J(x) = c(@). 
xax ’ , ( ” 1. ’ 
shown in [4-6] that his notion is well behaved when cxmqyr@tmmm~ctme~ 
spaces. It is $ guod extension, it tax difkreq&i+2 betvWn fuzzy 
with the same topological mdifia*~on tid+fr:lflietr~lNs frm gmd 
ICC properties such as the Tychonoff theorem a;,d iimvmi~~ under cant&w ,I ” 
I [la]. Let (X, 5) be 0 topological space. I%en (X, T) is ci~mpact if and 
ody if 1:x, w(97j) is compuct. 
3.2 [a]. l’f (X, A) and (X’, A’) n&utzy topologic~lsp~es, (X, A) iscompzct 
arrd / : 3i + X’ is a continuous surjkction, then (X’, A’) is cornpt~, ’ 
3.3 [!SJ (Tychonoff). If (X,, Bi)!,Js a fan&y of fuzzy topological spwes, then 
I& Qcr A,) is compact if and ortly (f for each /E J (Xj, A& is corprplact. 
‘it suffices to show that f-’ is continuous. To do this we shall use Thearem 6.2 
t @ be 6 prime prefiiier on X’. If lim @ = Q, then obviously lim f “(@)a 
(lim a). Cltkwise Iim CB = atl,t for s<lrne a p 0 and some x’e X’. “‘&bib Suf&~% 
t lim ,f’(@)(x) a a 
c~n~~~uity of f we 
for alf t f x we have 
If ~43 de&if: .a fuzzy topoEo%y on X ta be minimal 
&2&y tc~pokq~y #is, Mriusdoti~and ~maximal compact if 
ausdorfI if no strictlly coarser 
%rictlty finer fuzzy top010 
compact then #ris ‘can st&te the foPowi@ coroUry I 
COINIMY 4% A compact Hausdoflfurq topological tpace is both minhal Haus- 
do* arnd maximal coqqqwt. . ._ 
pp(Botl, ’ F~lbks at on& from Theorem 4. I. . . - 1 i 
We are no’w ready to prove the main theorem whiclr completely determines the 
status of the spaces mentioned in the title. 
M& T’kwelm 41.3. Any comhpuct Huusdog fuzzy top:glogicaC space is topological. 
Pro4 Suppose (X, d) is a compact Hausdorff fuzzy topological space. 
Let Y c X and u E I\@}. Put 8 the prefilter with base {CT I y) then from ( 
preliminaries 
Consequently if xa E X and x&) > 0 there exists @ E Pm (3) such that lim @(x0) > 
0. From (A) in the preliminaries there exists an uhrafilter % on k<, $12 LO@), i.e. such 
that YE %!, and such that 6 is generated by 
It is clear then that S’(G) := [O, a[ and c(a) = a. Since (X, A) is compact Hausdorff we 
f 
have 
(I) ~uf)~~:~ iim G(z) = at ;
(2:) there is at most one z E X such that Bim G(z) # 0. -- 
Thus wc mu& have lim @ = QI~ 1, x&g this implies &at ~1 I Y(Q) - CL 
the ~bi~rari~e~ of x0 this proves 
-Is 
LY 1 &) = QI for all x where ry is non zero. 
that 
for 
l@cal closure. We denote the topology determined by it Sm. Remark 
further that if 0 c a G 8, then for any’ Y c X 
= (B 1 y#]O, 11 = YB. 
abft(Oj is a chain oE topologies growing finer as a! decr‘eases, 
an ultrafilter on X and consider the family a = {a 11~: U e q}. It is 
clew that %I! is, a base for a prime preftlter I@. lit is alsu clear that a(@$) = 10, a[ and 
= a. Applying the same reasoning as before we can therefore state that there 
x E X suCh tha? 
tim@=al,. 
CIn the other hand if we caicuiate this iimil, 
= {x}. Now since r’~~&P is exactly the i;et of limit points 
in (X, &), this shows that (X, 9’) is both compact and HaukclorfL, and this for 
a11 a E rl(O). 
In combination with the fact that the famiiy (T ) Q aGIj~oj is a chailr ‘this proves that 
fw all (Y, s E I\(O}$, = F8. Let us denote this topology 9’. 
NDW Itt p oe a closed fuzzy set, let a E I\(O) and put M = ~.l-‘[cr, I]. Then 
M - g = Ad” = (a l&-$xp 111 
= (zi$--‘[a, l] 
q&-$x, l]=M, 
Since (~-*[a, 1]: CL closed, a E I\{O}l+ is a subbase for the closed fuzzy sets in (X, t(d)) 
37 However since (X,. ,6) is Hausdo~ti i  foIlows fro8n Corc@ry 
r&f and since (X9 5’) is compact Wausdorff this implies that 
!h Whtm we uwd the isxpreahs “highly mm t~pologigxd” this was dsnc in a 
deqiptive way only without having a precise definition in mind. IIn this line of 
thqu&t ~6 think we WI safely say the following example of a HausdorfI fuzzy 
ttii+&q@U*~ is highly n6q t~pM~&ical. 
&ei XT= I ,IMHJ l&S bd the WI&~ topology on X, Consider the fuzzy topology A on 
X generated by the family 
w(s)U{al,: a EI\{O}}. 
If we denote for each (Y E I\{l} r,(d) the topology {&*l]a, I]: p E A}, then thte reader 
will easily verify that (i) 41 is Hausdorff, (ii) Va # j3 bQI (A) # r@(A), (iii) A f O(L (A )I and 
A #t&(A)) for any g eI\{l}. 
5.2. In [8] H.W. Martin constructed a Stone-Cech ultra fuzzy compactification for
fuzzy topological spaces, (For ,the definition and properties of ultra fuzzy compact- 
ness, see [6].) The construction ofa Stone-Cech compactification forfuzzy topolo- 
gical spaces however emained an open problem. Our Main Theorem solves this 
problem by showing that only topologically generated spaces can have a Stone-Cech 
compactification. More generafly it shows that a Hausdorff fuzzy topological space 
can have a HausdorfI compactiifkation ly if it is topological. 
3.3. A result similar to our Main Theorem was proved by U. Hijhle i;n [3] for 
probabiIi&c tapolagical spacea’. These spaces define in a natural way a special type of 
L-fuzzy topological spaces wkiere % is a complete, completely distributive lattice 
equipped with a supplementary binary operation [2]. When L = I he thus obtains a 
~~cisl subclkss of fuzzy topological spaces fulfilling the condition that for any g open 
and for any cy E I also (~1 + g) A I and (p -g) v 0 are open. On this subclass the 
notions of probabilistic quasisomp&ctness pndof O-HausdorRness introduced in [3 3 
coincide with our notions of compactness and Hausdotiness. 
In this respect out Main Theorem is a generaliziation of the similar esult in [3]. The 
techniques however are quite different as is not surprising since IL Hiihle’s theory 
depends trongly on the supplementary properties probabilistic topologies fulfill 
while our theory depends “otrca y on the sped! properties of the unit interv: 1. 
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